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1. Introduction 
Dehn’s Lemma [2-61 states that iff: D’ + M3 is a piece-wise linear (PL) map of 
the disk D2 into a 3-manifold M’ such that for some annular neighborhood A of 
Bd D2, f(A) is embedded and f-‘(f(A)) = A, then one can construct an embedded 
PL disk E in M’ with Bd E = f(Bd D’). The disk E can, in fact, be constructed as 
follows: Let N(S(f)) be a regular neighborhood of the singular set S(f) off in 
D2. Then f( D* - N(S(f))) consists of a finite collection of disjoint PL disks-with- 
holes in M’. These disks-with-holes can be made into 2-manifolds in M’ by 
identifying points of f(Bd N) that are near each other in M’ as illustrated in Fig. 
1. These identifications have the same effect as slitting open f( D2) along each double 
line off( S(f)) in one of the two possible diagonal ways. No problem is encountered 
near a triple point regardless of which of the two slitting choices is made on each 
of the six double lines coming into that triple point. Thus any such identification of 
boundary points of the disks-with-holes f(D’- N(S(f))) can be realized in M’. 
Dehn’s Lemma asserts that for some such choice of identifications, the disks-with- 
holes can be assembled into the union of a disk E containing .f(Bd 0’) with the 
remaining components 2-spheres. 
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Fig. 1. 
In this paper we demonstrate an algorithm which finds such a choice of iden- 
tifications by examining the Dehn diagram. The proof presented here can be shown 
to follow the pattern of the standard 2-fold cover proof; however, this proof never 
refers to covering spaces at all. Instead here we focus our attention on simplifying 
the Dehn diagram directly. 
One advantage to this approach is that the features of the geometry are in a form 
which can be handled by a computer. This aspect of the proof may be useful in the 
investigation of unsolved problems related to Dehn’s Lemma. 
The argument presented in this paper proves Dehn’s Lemma and can be modified 
slightly to prove the Loop Theorem. We leave as a question its applicability to the 
Sphere Theorem [6]. 
A note on notation. In this paper we sometimes depart from the custom of using 
single letters to name sets and functions. Instead, we use, for example collapse to 
name a function, and BOUNDARY-EDGE to name a set. If the reader finds this attempt 
at clarity confusing, he can erase the last letters of each name and thereby return 
to the familiar. 
2. Dehn diagrams 
In this section we establish notation to aid us in referring to the Dehn diagram. 
All ideas in this section will be familiar to people who know the standard approach 
to Dehn’s Lemma. 
Definition. Let f: D2+ M3 be a map of a disk D2 into a Smanifold M3. Then f is 
a Dehn immersion if and only if f is a PL, general position map such that every 
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point of D2 has a neighborhood which is embedded by f and such that for some 
annular neighborhood A of Bd D2, f (A is embedded and f-‘(f(A)) = A. 
Definition. Let f: D*+ M3 be a Dehn immersion. Since f is a general position PL 
map, for each x E D2, If-‘(f(x))) = 1, 2, or 3. The singular set S(f) off is {x E 
D21 1 f-‘(f(x)) )> 11. F or any x E D* with If-‘(f(x))1 = 3, f(x) is a triple point. 
If f: D* + M3 is a Dehn immersion, the singular set S(f) off is a union of pairs 
of immersed curves in Int Dz in the following sense: S(f) = 
lJ:=,(gC,,,,(S’) u gCl.,,(S’)) where, for each i = 1,2, . . , n, g(i.0) and g(i.1) are general 
position immersions of S’ into Int D* such that for each x E S’, gc,,,(x) Z g’,,‘,(x) 
and yetf(gCj,,,(x)) =f(g’,,,,(x)). We will always assume that there are no repetitions 
of g’s, that is, removing any g’i,o,(S’) u gc’,“(S’) makes S(f) smaller. 
Notation. When we write S(f) = u:,,(g’,,,‘(S’) u g’,,,‘(S’)), we mean that the 
g’s satisfy the conditions above. 
3. Removable sets 
AS usual, let S(f) = U:=‘(g’i,,, u GUI,‘)) be the singular set for a Dehn immersion 
f: For every triple point off; there are three pairs of arcs in S(f) associated with 
it. Suppose {x’, x2, x3} =f-‘(S(x,)) . IS a triple point pre-image. Then there are arcs 
A,, A*, A, in S’ and immersions gC,(‘,,,), g(i(z),o’, g’i(J’,o’ such that for j = 1, 2, 3: 
(1) g~j,jj,dAj) and g~,cj,,‘,<A~> are embedded in 0’; 
(2) g(i(j),o) (midpoint of A,) cf-‘(f(x’)>; and 
(3) Uj=~(g,i,j,,~,(Aj) u g~ic~,,‘,(A,)) misses all other triple point pre-images. 
We are ready to describe sets of curves in the Dehn diagram which will be removed 
to produce simpler Dehn diagrams in the proof of Dehn’s Lemma. An example 
showing removable collections and an irreducible diagram (defined below) can be 
found in Section 7. 
Definition. Let j”: D*+ M” be a Dehn immersion with singular set S(f) = 
U:=‘(g’,,,,(S’) u gc,,‘,(S’)). A subcollection {g’j,o)(S’), g’j,“(S’)},tE where E c 
{I, 2, . . . , n) is removable if and only if for every triple point pre-image in D2, 
exactly 0 or 2 of the three associated pairs of arcs are in Ujt E(g’j,O’( S’) u g’j,“( S’)). 
An equivalent description of a removable subcollection {gCj,,,(S’), g’j,“(S’)}jEE 
is that UY=‘,ie-E(g~i,o)(S’) u GUI,‘,) is a Dehn diagram for a Dehn immersion and 
every triple point pre-image of the original Dehn disk has non-empty intersection 
with the new Dehn diagram. One could use Johansson’s criterion for realizability 
of a diagram [l] to see that if {gtj,o,(S’), gC,,l)(S’)},tE is a removable collection then 
lJ:=‘,i&g’i,o)(S’) u go’,(S’)) is the Dehn diagram of a Dehn immersion. 
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Definition. A Dehn diagram is irreducible if and only if it contains no removable 
subcollection of curves. 
4. Irreducibility implies trivial &-homology 
In this section we show the relationship between the Dehn diagram and H,(f(D*)). 
We assume as usual that S(f) = U:=i((g(,,,(S’) u goi,( is the singular set for 
a Dehn immersion f: 
For XES’ and iE{1,2,..., n}, let arc+,,,: [0, l]+ O* be a map such that 
arc(,,,,(O) = gCi,Oj(x) and arcoX, = g(,,,(x). Therefore, foarco,, is a loop inf(o*). 
Note that any two choices of arcC,,X) satisfying the above conditions are homotopic 
relative to the endpoints. 
Suppose X, X’E S’, then arc(i,+) is homotopic in O2 to arc(:,,*) by a homotopy of 
arcCi,yj’s. Therefore, the loop f~arc(~,~) is freely homotopic in f(O’) to fOarcCi,+.). 
Definition. Let [n] be the element of H,(f(0*)) represented by foarco,,. 
Theorem 4.1. Let f: D*+ M’ be a Dehn immersion with singular set S(f) = 
UY=l(gci,o)(S’)u gci,,,(S’))- Then ff,(f(D2)) is generated by {[nl)i’=l. 
Proof. Let K be a loop in f( D2). We assume that K is PL and in general position. 
Then f-‘(K) is a finite collection of arcs {czi :[0, l] + D*}r”=, where for each i, 
f(%(l)) =f(~~i+l)modm (0)). For each i, let pi : [0, l] + D* be an arc such that pi(O) = 
ai and PI(l)=~(,+l)modm (0). Then L=Ul’ll(q([O, l])up,([O, 11)) is a loop in 
D*. Since Lc D2, L is trivial in D2, hence f(L) is trivial in f( D2). But f(L) = 
f(ULlai([O, l]))Uf(U~rpi([O, 11)). Therefore f(UErai([O, 11))~ K is homo- 
logous tof(UflI/3i([0, 11)). But each /?[[O, l] is equal to some arcCj,+) so the theorem 
is proved. 0 
Theorem 4.2. Let f: D*+ M’ be a Dehn immersion such that the Dehn diagram is 
irreducible. Then H,(f( D*); 72,) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose H,(j( D*); Z,) # 0. We demonstrate the existence of a removable 
subset. As always we think of the singular set S(f) in D2 as equal to U yz r(gci,o,( S’) u 
gc,,,(S’)). Let (A(i,O)v A(,,,,), (A,,,,, A,j,1,), and (A,,,,, A,,,,) be the three pairs of 
arcs in S(f) through the three points {x0, xi, x2} of a triple point pre-image where 
Aci.0) c gci,o,(S’), Ac,r, c (g,,,,(S’)) andf(A(,,,) =f(A,,,,), and similarly forj, k. Let 
arc,, arc, and arc2 be arcs in D2 between x0 and x,; x, and x2; and x2 and x0 
respectively. Let C#J : H,(f( D*); Z,) + Z2 be a homomorphism onto Z2. 
Each of f(arc,), f(arc,), and f(arc2) represents an element of H,(f(D’); Z2). 
Since arcOu arc, u arc2 is a trivial loop in D2, Uf=,f(arci) = 0 in H,(f(D2); Z,). 
Therefore, either exactly 0 or exactly 2 of {@(f( arci))}f,o are non-trivial in Zz. 
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Therefore, consider the set of all pairs (gc,,O,, gci,lj) such that 4(f(arqi,,,)) is 
non-trivial in Z,. That collection of curves satisfies the conditions for being a 
removable set. Since the loops f(arq+,) generate H,(f(D2)), this removable set is 
non-empty, and the theorem is proved. 0 
5. Cutting and pasting a diagram 
Given a Dehn immersion f: O*+ M3 we will prove that there is an embedding 
f’: D*+ N(f(D’)) with f’l Bd D2 =f 1 Bd II’ obtained from f by cut and paste. In 
this section we establish notation to enable us to specify the meaning of the preceding 
sentence in terms of the Dehn diagram for f: 
Let S(f) =U:~l(g~,,o,(S’)ug~,,,,(S’)) be the singular set of J: Let TRIPLES= 
{x E S(f) 1 If-‘(f(x)) I = 3). Let N be a regular neighborhood of S(f) in D* and let 
collapse: TV-+ S(f) be a standard collapse such that if XE S(f) and x is not in 
TRIPLES then 1 coll~pse~‘(x)n Bd N I = 2 and if x E S(f) and x is in TRIPLES then 
1 collapse-‘(x) u Bd N I= 4. 
Some components of S(f) may be simple closed curves. These components miss 
TRIPLES. For any non-simple closed curve component of S(f), S(f) -TRIPLES has 
open arc components. Let {C,, C:}E”=, be the components of S(f) -TRIPLES where 
C, = g,,,,,(A) for some j = 1,2,. . . , n and open subset A of S’ and C: = g,,,,,(A). 
Note that f( C,) =f( C:). 
For any component C, of S(f) -TRIPLES, collapse-‘( C,) n Bd N has two com- 
ponents whose closures we denote by 
BOUNDARY-EDGE( C,), and BOUNDARY-EDGE( C,),. 
Note that BOUNDARY-EDGE( C,),. (I = 0, 1) is a simple closed curve if C, is a simple 
closed curve. BOUNDARY-EDGE(C,), may be a simple closed curve even if C, is an 
arc. For example, C, in Fig. 2 is an open arc component of S(f) -TRIPLES and 
BOUNDARY-EDGE(C,), is a simple closed curve. The other BOUNDARY-EDGE(C~),'S 
that are shown are arcs. 
Let D-W-H,, (k =O, 1,. . , p) be the disk-with-holes components of D’- Int N. 
Each point in IJpk,” Bd(D-W-Hk) -Bd D2 lies in some BOUNDARY-EDGE(C,),. 
We can construct a (possibly disconnected) 2-manifold from the D-W-H,‘s by 
identifying each BOUNDARY-EI>GE(C,)~ with BOUNDARY-EDGE(C:), for r=O or 1 
and identifying BOUNDARY-EDGER with BOUNDARY-EDGE(C~)~~,+,~,,,~~~~. The 
identification is determined in the natural way, namely, x in BOUNDARY-EDGE( C,),. 
is identified to the point x’ in BOUNDARY-EDGE( C:),. for which f( collapse(x)) = 
f(colZupse(x’)). Such a choice of r = 0 or 1 for each BOUNDARY-EDGE( Ci)O will be 
called an identi$cation choice for the diagram. 
To prove Dehn’s Lemma we will find an identification choice for the diagram so 
that the manifold M2 obtained by identifying the boundaries of the D-W-Hk’s by 
those choices has a disk as the component containing Bd D2. 
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BOUNDARY- EDGEIC, ), 
Fig. 2. 
In fact, in the algorithm given in this paper we produce an identification choice 
so that, after performing the identifications so specified, each component of the 
resulting 2-manifold is a 2-sphere except for the component containing Bd D* which 
is a disk. (The standard 2-fold covering proof of Dehn’s Lemma also yields this 
stronger result.) 
6. The irreducible case 
Suppose f: D*+ M3 is a Dehn immersion with an irreducible Dehn diagram. By 
Theorem 4.2, H,( f (0’); Z,) = 0. In this case all boundary components of the regular 
neighborhood of f (D*) are 2-spheres -a fact that enables us to give an explicit 
algorithm for making an identification choice for the diagram that produces the 
desired disk and 2-spheres. 
The following is a well-known theorem. 
Theorem 6.1. Suppose f: D*-+ M3 is a PL map and H,( f( D*); Z,) = 0. Then each 
component of the boundary of the regular neighborhood of f( D*) is a 2-sphere. 
Sketch of proof. The proof is to suppose that there are two simple closed curves 
on a boundary component that intersect transversely in one point. If both curves 
were trivial in Z, homology, they would bound surfaces whose intersection contained 
a one-ended arc. This contradiction proves the theorem. q 
Definition. Let N( f (D*)) denote a relative regular neighborhood off (D*) in M3. 
That is, f( Bd D*) lies on Bd( N( f ( D2))). The boundary components of N( f (D’)) 
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are the components of Bd( N(f( D’))) - (open annular neighborhood of Bd(f( 02)) 
in Bd(N(f(D*)))). 
When H,(f( O*); Z,) = 0, the boundary components of N(f( D*)) can be put into 
two equivalence classes ‘&zO and %QI according to the following scheme. Let p be 
a point in a boundary component of N(f(D2)). Put into Z$,, each boundary 
component B for which it is possible to connect p to a point of B with a polygonal 
arc that intersects f( D2) transversely at an even number of points. ‘Z$, contains the 
remaining boundary components. Since H,(f( 02); H,) = 0, for each 2-simplex u in 
D2- S(f), the points on opposite sides off(a) in Bd(N(f(D*))) are in boundary 
components in different equivalence classes. 
Let collapse: N(f(D2)) +f(D’) be a standard collapse so that for any x E 
D2- S(f), IBd N n collapse-‘(f(x)) I= 2, for x E S(f) -TRIPLES, 1 Bd N n 
colZupseP1(f(x)) I= 4 and for x E TRIPLES, 1 Bd N n collupseF’(f(x)) I= 8. Recall that 
BOUNDARY-EDGE( C,), is on Bd( N(S(f))) in 02. Therefore, collapse-’ (~(BOUN- 
DARY-EDGE( Ci)J) n Z& is a homeomorphic copy of BOUNDARY-EDGE( Ci), that lies 
in a natrual way close to a component of colZupseP’(f( C,)) n IJzY~~. Also near that 
component of coIlapse_‘(f( Ci)) n lJ@,, is one of the following sets: 
or 
We make the identification choice for BOUNDARY-EDGE( Ci) accordingly. 
This procedure then has specified an identification choice for the Dehn diagram. 
The 2-manifolds that result from making these identifications are 2-spheres and a 
disk because they are naturally homeomorphic to the boundary components in $7~~. 
The procedure above has the drawback that one cannot easily determine the 
identification choice from the diagram alone. However, below we give a procedure 
for making an identification choice while referring only to the diagram. 
With reference to the diagram, the identification choice might be called an 
‘alternating sewing’, because as one moves along a curve in the singular set, the 
gluing choice alternates each time one passes through a triple point pre-image. 
Besides this alternating property, one makes the identification choice to have the 
following pattern near each triple point pre-image. Let D, , D2, D, be three disjoint 
standard disk neighborhoods of the three points of a triple point pre-image - each 
disk embedded byf: There are twelve components of IJQ - N(S(f)). These twelve 
pieces have parts of their boundaries identified to each other by any identification 
choice. Of the possible identification choices for the diagram, some will result in 
the twelve pieces being glued into four components, each using three of the twelve 
pieces. Let us say that a identification choice makes four corners at a triple point if 
the twelve pieces of UQ - N(S(f)) near the triple point pre-image are identified 
to make four components (necessarily, each with three pieces). 
If f: 02+ M3 is a Dehn immersion such that H,(f(D*); Z,) =O, then an iden- 
tification choice that makes four corners at each triple point produces a disk and 
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2-spheres. One can see that this is the case by realizing that an identification choice 
that makes four corners at each triple point is basically constructing the boundary 
components in Z5q0 and Z$, . The word ‘basically’ is necessary in the case where 
the singular set S(f) is not connected. In that case, an identification choice that 
makes four corners at each vertex will still produce the desired 2-spheres and disk, 
although they may not correspond to either &, or $z,. 
7. The general case 
In this section we present the proof of Dehn’s Lemma for immersions. Following 
the proof is a detailed example illustrating how the proof works in a specific case. 
Theorem 7.1. Let f: D2+ M’ be a Dehn immersion. Then there is an algorithm for 
making an identification choice for the Dehn diagram that produces a disk and 
2 -spheres. 
Proof. Let S(f) =l._):=,(g(l,O,(S’)u g(,,,,(S’)) be the singular set of J: Let ALL= 
k~~,O,(S'L SCl,l,(S')L. 
First find a removable set of curves R, is one exists. Then ALL- R, is the singular 
set for another Dehn immersion. Then find a removable set R> of curves in ALL - R, . 
Proceed until ALL - R, - R, -. - R,, contains no removable subset. Let?: D’+ M’ 
be a Dehn immersion whose Dehn diagram is the irreducible diagram ALL - R, - Rz - 
. . .- R 
Use t;e method described in Section 6 to make an identification choice for the 
boundary edges of the disk-with-holes components of D2- N(S(F)) such that the 
resulting 2-manifold M,,, has one disk component (containing Bd D*) with the 
remaining components 2-spheres. After these identifications of boundary points of 
the disks-with-holes have been made, each component of (M,,, n R,) is a simple 
closed curve. These simple closed curves are identified in pairs. For this simple 
diagram on M,,,, it is an easy matter to make an identification choice for the boundary 
curves of M,,, - N( M, n R,) such that the 2-manifold M,_, resulting from the 
identification of simple closed curves also has one disk component (containing 
Bd D*) with the remaining components 2-spheres. The components of M,,_, n R,,_, 
are disjoint simple closed curves on M,,_, identified in pairs. Carry on with this 
procedure of creating 2-manifolds M,, each with one disk component and the rest 
2-spheres. After one has made identification choices for (M, n R,), one has made 
the choice of identifying BOUNDARY-EDGE( C,), with BOUNDARY-EDGE( C:), or with 
BOUNDARY-EDGE( Cl), for each BOUNDARY-EDGE of the original Dehn diagram of 
the map f: Performing these identifications on the boundaries of the disk-with-holes 
components of D2 - N(S(f)) p ro d uces the 2-manifold MO which, as desired, has 
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one disk component (containing Bd D2) with the remaining components 2- 
spheres. 0 
Example illustrating the proof of Theorem 7.1. Here we consider a Dehn immersion 
f: D2+ M3 with the Dehn diagram drawn and labeled in Fig. 3. In this example, 
we follow the steps of the proof of Theorem 7.1 in detail to illustrate how that proof 
finds the identification choice that solves the Dehn’s Lemma problem in this case. 
Note that S(f) =UI’=o(g~i,o,(S’) u gc,,l,(S’)). 
The first step in the proof is to find a removable set of curves. We will 
choose the removable set R, to be the two pairs of curves 
{gC3,0j(S’), gC3,,)(S’), gCq.O)(S’), gC4,,)(S’)}. Note that R, is a maximal removable set 
and that there is no removable set of curves such that the remaining diagram is 
irreducible. In this case, there is only one removable set in ALL-R,, namely, R2, 
the two pairs k~,,dS’), g~,,,)(S’L g~2,0j(S’), g~2,1j(S’)l. The remaining diagram, 
ALL - R, - R2 has one pair of curves, gCO,O,(S’) and g(,,,,(S’), and is irreducible. 
(See Fig. 4.) Note that any pair of curves that contains all the arcs through a triple 
point can never be in a removable set. The pair of curves in Fig. 4 has this property. 
Fig. 3. 
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BOUNDARY-EDGE (C3jo 
D-W-H, 
Fig. 4. 
Let f: D*+ M'be a Dehn immersion such that S(j‘) = g(,,,,(S’) u gco,l,(S’). Note 
that the C,‘s and Cl’s associated with f may contain several C’s from the original 
Dehn diagram, S(f). For example, C3 contains C,, C, and C5. 
We use the alternating sewing described in Section 6 to produce an identification 
choice for the boundary-edges of the components of D* - N(g~o,o~(S’) u gco,,,(S’)). 
One of the two possible such alternating sewings makes identifications Of BOUNDARY- 
EDGE'S aS fOllOWS: 
If i is even, then 
- BOUNDARY-EDGES is identified to 
- BOUNDARY-EDGE, is identified to 
BOUNDARY-EDGE(&& and 
BOUNDARY-EDGE(&),. 
If i is odd, then 
- BOUNDARY-EDGE(&~)~ is identified to BOUNDARY-~~~~(ki),and 
- BOUNDARY-EDGE, is identified to BOUNDARY-EDGE&,. 
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The choice of identifying for example, BOLJNDARY-EDGE(C~)~ with BOUNDARY- 
EDGE( ei), implies that identification choices have been made for each Ci contained 
in C’,. Therefore, making the choices above have made choices for each edge in the 
set {BOUNDARY-EDGE( Ci)“, BOUNDARY-EDGE( Ci)r}T=,. 
Using these identifications on the BOUNDARY-EDGE'S of the D-E-Hz’s in D2- 
N(g(,,,,(S’) u g,,,,,(S’)} produces from the D-%-H,‘s a 2-manifold M2 with two 
components: One component is a disk containing Bd D2 made from the components 
D-c-Ho, D-E-H2, D-G-H,, D-F-HS, and D-E-H7. The other component is a 
2-sphere made from D-%-H,, D-E-H3, and D-E-H,. 
We now look on the 2-manifold M2 for R,n M, and note that R,n M2 consists 
of four disjoint simple closed curves identified in pairs. Each one of those simple 
closed curves is composed of arcs which were on different simple closed curves 
before the identifications which constructed M2 were performed. These arcs are 
labeled in Fig. 5 to indicate their origins in the original Dehn diagram. We next 
remove a regular neighborhood of the curves in R2 n M2 and identify the boundaries 
of the resulting spheres with holes in such a manner that performing the iden- 
tifications produces a new 2-manifold M, that consists of one disk and one 2-sphere. 
Having chosen these identifications, identification choices have now been made for 
each arc which made up the simples closed curves of R2 A M,, namely, {BOUNDARY- 
EDGE(C,)", BOUNDARY-EDGE(C,),}&+ 
Fig. 5. 
Again, we note that R, n M, consists of four disjoint simple closed curves identified 
in pairs. As above, we choose identifications which, when performed, produced a 
2-manifold M,, consisting of a disk and a 2-sphere. As above, these identification 
choices have made choices for each edge in the set {BOUNDARY-EDGE( Ci)o, BOUN- 
DARY-EDGE(C,),}::,+ 
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Now, for each C, in the original Dehn diagram, we have made a choice of 
identifying BOUNDARY-EDGE( Ci)O with BOUNDARY-EDGE( Ci)O, or BOUNDARY- 
EDGE( Ci),, with BOUNDARY-EDGE( C:), . These choices also determine the choices 
of the BOUNDARY-EDGE( C,),‘s. When those identifications are actually performed 
on the boundaries of the disk-with-hole components of D* - N(S(f)), one obtains 
the 2-manifold MO, which, as desired, has one disk component with the remaining 
component being a %-sphere. 
8. Dehn’s lemma and the loop theorem 
In this section we show how results in the preceding sections are used to prove 
Dehn’s Lemma and how they could be modified to prove the Loop Theorem. 
Dehn’s lemma. Let f: D* + M’ be a PL map such that for some annular neighborhood 
Aof BdD*,flA. IS an embedding and f -‘( f( A)) = A. Then in any regular neighbor- 
hood N of f(D’), there is an embedded PL disk E with Bd E = f(Bd D*). 
Proof. One can eliminate branch points and thereby find a Dehn immersion f1 : D* + 
N such that f’ 1 Bd Dz = f 1 Bd D* by using standard cut and paste techniques. 
Theorem 7.1 then provides an algorithm for finding a desired identification choice 
for the Dehn diagram off ‘. 0 
The Loop Theorem can be proved using the techniques in this paper. Since in 
the Loop Theorem setting one must consider proper maps f: (D*, Bd D*)-+ 
(M’, Bd M’), the singular set S(f) of such a PL immersion will contain pairs of 
immersed spanning arcs as well as pairs of immersed simple closed curves. A 
removable set might include such pairs of immersed spanning arc as well as pairs 
of immersed simple closed curves. 
9. Questions 
(1) This paper contains an algorithm for choosing a gluing from a Dehn diagram 
that produces a disk and 2-spheres. The algorithm consists of first finding a sequence 
of removable subsets of curves and then choosing the gluing. No efficient algorithm 
has been suggested in this paper for locating a removable subset of curves in a 
Dehn diagram. Is there an algorithm for locating a removable set of curves from 
the Dehn diagram which would run in polynomial (perhaps linear) time with respect 
to the number of triple points in the diagram? 
(2) How can the techniques in this paper be used to provide a proof of the Sphere 
Theorem? 
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